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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and

An Act relative to

Ninety-One.

the management of disease vectors.

Be it enacted by the Senate andHouse of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

SECTION 1. The term “IPM” (Integrated Pest Management)
1
2 means the selection, integration, and implementation of pest

3 control based on predicted economic, ecological, and epidemio-4 logical consequences. IPM seeks maximum use of naturally
5 occurring pest control, including weather, disease agents,
6 predators and parasitoids. In addition, IPM utilizes various
7 biological, physical, chemical control and habitat modification
8 techniques. Artificial controls are imposed only as required to
9 keep a pest from surpassing tolerable population levels
10 predetermined from accurate assessments of the potential to
11 transmit disease and the ecological, public health, and economic
12 costs of the control measures.
13 The term “disease vector” means any non-human animal
14 capable of transmitting a disease agent to humans by injection
15 of salivary gland fluid during biting, or by regurgitation or
16 deposition on the skin of feces or other material capable of
17 penetrating through the bite wound or through an area of trauma
18 from scratching or rubbing.
19
The term “critical health hazard” means a threat to human
20 health from a disease which either is likely to afflict a significant
21 portion of the population of the commonwealth, or is likely to
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22 cause death, long-term disability, or infectious disease in whatever
23 portion of the population it afflicts.
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The term “nuisance” means any organism which may cause
irritation or discomfort to humans, but for which it has not been
demonstrated that the organism is either a vector bearing a disease
communicable to humans or will probably be so within the
immediately predictable future, and that the vector is or probably
will be at a population level sufficient to pose a significant risk

public health.
The term “disease vector management plan” means the long
term plan developed by the disease vector management council
under section seven.
The term “board” means the disease vector management board
created in section three.
The term “district” means the disease vector management
district created in section six.
The term “council” means the disease vector management
council created in section six.
The term “pesticide” means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, destroying, or mitigating any
pest population, including but not limited to any chemical or
biological agent or mixture of those agents, any insect growth
regulator or suffocant.
The term “source reduction” means a method of controlling
mosquitoes that relies on reducing or eliminating the ability of
larval habitats to support the development of larvae.
to

1
SECTION 2. When it is necessary for the purposes of
2 protecting public health to control or abate disease vectors,

3 measures shall be taken as specified in this chapter.
Any activity undertaken under this chapter shall be subject to
5 MGL chapter one hundred thirty-one, section forty and forty A;
6 chapter one hundred and thirty, section one hundred and five;
7 MGL chapter ninety-one, sections one through sixty-three; and
8 MGL chapter forty, section five, as applicable.
9
DECLARATION OL POLICY. It shall not be a function of
10 state government to support control or eradication of mosquitoes
11 or other organisms for the purpose of ordinary nuisance control
4
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or personal comfort. Recognizing

the human health and
ecological hazards of repeated low-level exposure of humans or
the environment to pesticides, and the potential for development
of pesticide resistance by insects and other organisms, the board
and council will engage only in management of insects and other
organisms as vectors of disease. Existing programs of mosquito
control districts and municipalities are not designed to be effective
components of a program to protect public health. Therefore, it
is declared to be the policy of the state that:
A. Regional efforts with comprehensive management plans
and strategies using IPM are the most economical, beneficial, and
effective in protecting public health in the long run; therefore no
municipality or council shall implement any actions without prior
board approval of a disease vector management plan;
B. The environment surrounding and including the areas
within which mosquitoes or other disease vectors live and breed
shall, as much as possible, remain in a condition that will continue
to sustain the full range of native plant and animal life
characteristic of that area;
C. Use of pesticides can significantly damage the environment.
For this reason, pesticide use shall be minimized by using IPM;
D. The board shall provide guidelines for reviewing construction, development and drainage plans with the goal of avoiding
the creation of vector habitat; and
E. Disease vector management programs shall be accompanied
by a public education campaign emphasizing appropriate actions
that individual citizens can take to reduce their personal risk by
avoiding contact with disease vectors.

SECTION 3. There shall be in the department of environraental
protection a disease vector management board. The function
-2
3 of the board shall be to regulate and oversee all disease vector
4 management activities in the commonwealth, to review and
5 approve disease vector management plans submitted by councils,
6 to create policies and procedures for controlling vector-borne
7 diseases, to advise the governor when a public health emergency
8 arises due to a disease vector imminently threatening to public
9 health, to carry out investigations and keep records, to carry out
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10 disease vector management programs when a large area of the
11 state is affected, and to carry out all other powers and functions
12 granted to the board by this chapter.
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The board shall be comprised of: one medical doctor having
experience and interest in vector-borne disease or public health
education designated by the commissioner of the department of
public health, one employee of the department of environmental
protection designated by its commissioner, one employee of the
department of environmental management designated by its
commissioner, one professional wildlife or fisheries biologist
designated by the commissioner of the department of fisheries and
wildlife and environmental law enforcement, one professional
entomologist designated by the commissioner of the department
of food and agriculture, one person representing an established
statewide environmental protection organization, one veterinarian and two citizens of the commonwealth having experience and
interest in effective disease vector management designated by the
governor of the commonwealth. Members of the board shall
receive no additional compensation for service on the board, but
shall be entitled to their reasonable traveling and other expenses
incurred in the performance of their duties. The board may draw
staff support from the department of environmental protection,
the department of environmental management and the
department of public health with the consent of the respective

34 directors.
The board shall meet at the call of the member representing
35
36 the department of public health who shall serve as the board chair,
37 and the board may at their first meeting elect a secretary and other
38 officers as they find necessary. Thereafter, the board shall meet
39 as necessary, but not less than three times per year. All regular
40 board meetings shall be open to the public and all resolutions,
41 actions and records of its proceedings shall be open to public view.

SECTION 4. The board may prescribe or prohibit by
1
2 regulation, the use of materials, rates of application, methods and
3 timing to be used in the application of any material or agent for
4 the management or control of disease vectors where necessary to
5 protect public health or to prevent injury to plants or animals and
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6 other environmental resources (including pollinating insects,
7 birds, and aquatic life). In issuing regulations, the board shall
8 consider pertinent research findings, recommendations and laws
9 or regulations of other agencies of the commonwealth, other
10 states, and of the federal government, pertinent to the best
11 interests of public health and the environment.
Board members are hereby authorized to enter or examine at
12
13 any reasonable time those premises which the board considers
14 necessary to carry out its responsibilities. The board may provide
15 technical assistance to any municipality or subdivision thereof, or
16 any district, in the development and implementation of a disease
17 vector management program utilizing IPM.
18
The board shall carry out field investigations and other
19 determinations of the need, method, and procedures for
20 controlling or abating disease vectors information as it deems
21 advisable, including all potential health and environmental
22 impacts of the proposed management measures.
23
Within six months of the enactment of this act the board shall
24 complete emergency procedures to be exercised by the
25 commissioner of the department of public health under section
26 fourteen, in case of public health emergency caused by an
27 outbreak of disease bearing vectors. The emergency procedures
28 shall specify IPM control measures which are to be utilized and
29 conditions for their use, public notice to be given, procedures for
30 coordination among agencies of state and municipal governments
31 and the districts, and investigations and environmental and
32 human monitoring to be made and records to be kept. They shall
33 be reviewed and revised whenever useful or necessary, but no less
34 frequently than every two years.
35 Following any declaration of public emergency and within six
36 months the board will complete for the public record a report of
37 actions taken during the emergency, including, at a minimum;
38 A. The target organism;
39 B. Agents, chemicals, or source reduction activities, used in the
40 treatment;
41
C. Records of incidence of the disease being treated for and
42 the effectiveness of the treatment in preventing the disease;
43
D. Effects of the treatments on soils and water, and on flora
44 and fauna of the areas treated and other areas affected;
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45
E. Maps of the land area treated with indications on the
maps
46 of localities treated and flight paths if aerial treatment is
utilized.
47
The report shall make recommendations for, or changes in,
48 regulations or procedures for future treatments.
49
The board shall make an annual report which, among other
50 things, shall document and compile figures on the formulations
51 and quantity of pesticides used for any disease vector
management
52 plan, and which shall describe the intended method for disease
53 vector management using an IPM strategy.
1
2
3
4
5

SECTIONS. In carrying out the provisions of this chapter, the
board may employ necessary engineers, scientists, assistants, or
other agents, who may enter on land which the board desires to
survey or examine. The board shall also be allowed other necesary
expenses incurred in the performance of its duties.

SECTION 6. Any municipality or subdivision thereof or any
1
2 two or more municipalities in Massachusetts and bordering
3 communities or any county or two or more counties, or any
4 reclamation or mosquito control district duly constituted before
5 enactment of this law, after reconstitution in accordance with the
6 provisions of this act, may become a disease vector management
7 district. The district shall represent contiguous policies and shall
8 be titled The
disease vector management

9 district. Notice of the formation of a district must be filed with
10 the secretary of state with a description of the proposed
11 boundaries of the district. Any district so formed shall also notify
12 the board through the department of environmental protection.
A council shall be established for each district and shall be called
13
disease vector control council. The council
14 The
15 is declared to be the corporate authority of the district and shall
16 exercise all of the powers and control all ofthe affairs and property

of the district. Any disease vector control council shall be
comprised of five or seven members including, at minimum, a
member from the district of each of the following; a representative
of a statewide environmental protection organization or a
municipal conservation commission; a member of a municipal
22 board of health; and an organic farmer, a beekeeper, or a fish

17
18
19
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23 farmer.
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24 The council shall keep regular records of all proceedings and
25 financial affairs which shall be open to the inspection of the public
26 at reasonable hours.
All expenses for the authorized activities of a council, except
27
28 for nuisance control services or special services requested by a real
29 property owner or by a single municipality, as provided for below,
30 shall be paid for by allotment from the member municipalities in

31 proportion to their population.
Any real property owner may request mosquito nuisance
32
33 control services from the council, which the council may provide
34 at a fee to the property owner. That fee will, at a minimum, pay
35 the full cost of the nuisance control service. If the fee is not
36 sufficient to complete the nuisance control services, the council
37 shall determine the amount of the additional cost thereof and shall
38 notify the property owner of the additional cost. The council shall
39 not continue with those nuisance control services until the
40 additional funds are received by the council, and shall incur no
41 further expense in connection with the nuisance control services
42 until the additional funds are received. Any funds received from
43 a property owner in excess of those required to provide the
44 requested nuisance control services may be deposited in the
45 account of the council and used for any other authorized purpose.
46
A single municipality, a member of a district, may request
47 services of the council, which the council may provide. If the
48 services are for management of a local disease vector, the
49 municipality must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the council
50 that the vector in that district and at that time is either bearing
51 the concerned disease or will probably be so within the
52 immediately predictable future, and that the vector is or probably
53 will be at a population level sufficient to pose a significant risk
54 to public health. The cost of municipal services may be shared
55 by the board if the board deems the service to be in the larger
56 interest of the commonwealth. The remainder of any cost incurred
57 fulfilling the community request shall be reimbursed to the council
58 by the community making the request.
59
A single municipality, a member of a district, may request
60 nuisance control services of the council, which the council may
61 provide at a fee to the community. That fee will, at a minimum,
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62 pay the full cost of the nuisance control service. If the fee is not
63 sufficient to complete those nuisance control services the council
64 shall determine the amount of the additional cost thereof and shall
65 notify the municipality of the additional cost. The council shall
66 not continue with the nuisance control services until the additional
67 funds are received by the council, and shall incur no further
68 expense in connection with the nuisance control services until
69 those additional funds are received. Any funds received from a
70 municipality in excess of those required to provide the requested
71 nuisance control services may be deposited in the account of the
72 council and used for any other authorized purpose.
All amounts for which a municipality may be liable in
73
74 connection with the above may be contributed by persons or
75 bodies politic benefited by the services in proportion to their
76 respective benefits or otherwise.
77
Any nuisance control activity shall consist of an IPM program
78 for mosquito suppression such as surveillance, monitoring,
79 environmental sanitation, and use of biological, physical, or
80 necessary chemical measures that have been proven effective in
81 suppressing mosquito populations.
1
SECTION 7. With the approval and written consent of the
board
the council of the district shall have the power to take all
2
3 necessary or proper steps for the management or control of disease
4 vectors within the district subject to the provisions of sections two
5 and six above; to purchase supplies and materials and to employ
6 labor, assistants, scientists, or consultants as may be necessary or
7 proper in furtherance of the objectives of the same and generally
8 to do all things, subject to the provisions of section two above,
9 necessary or incident to powers hereby granted and to carry out

10 the objectives specified herein. Within six months from the
11 establishment of a council, the council shall develop and submit
12 to the board a disease vector management plan which shall
13 describe the intended method for disease vector management
14 using an IPM strategy. The board shall be allowed ninety days
15 to approve, disapprove or modify the plan. The disease vector
16 management plan, upon approval by the board, shall be in effect
17 for three

years.
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Before adoption of a disease vector management plan, a public
hearing shall be held by the district council. A hearing required
by a federal, state, or municipal agency on the program will suffice
for purposes of this section. Any action taken under this chapter
shall require:
A. A hearing be held to permit abuttors or other citizens to
express their concerns, opposition, or support for the project;
B. A determination by the natural heritage program in the
department of fisheries and wildlife that that action will result in
no adverse impact on rare, threatened, endangered, state or
federally listed species, on site or within the areas affected by the
action;
C. That the conservation commission and the municipal board
of health be notified;
D. That the area proposed not be part of an existing area of
critical environmental concern under MGL chapter twenty-one A,
section 2(7);
E. That runoff to an Ocean Sanctuary under MGL Chapter
one hundred and thirty-two A, sections thirteen through sixteen
and eighteen, be deemed insignificant; and
F. A determination that this action will result in no adverse
effect on soils, sediments, surface waters or groundwater.

1
SECTION 8. The board and any council, shall keep complete
2 records of all of its activities and their effects on public health
3 and the environment. The records shall include at a minimum:
4
A. Identification and amount of source reduction, or of any
5 pesticide or disease vector control chemical or agent used;

6

B. Scientific or other evidence obtained or utilized

to

justify

7 any disease vector control program, or any evidence contrary to
8 the findings and programs of the board or council;
9
C. Health benefit/risk assessments for any disease vector

10 control programs of the board or any council;
11
D. Disease vector population data collected before and after
12 carrying out any disease vector control program;
13
E. A catalogue with locations indicated on maps of the United
14 States Geological Survey or other maps, whichever is more
15 detailed and accurate, of sensitive areas including but not limited
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16 to wetlands, homes, schools, hospitals, rare, endangered or special
17 concern species habitat, open water such as lakes and streams,
18 estuaries and water supplies;
19
F. Protocols for IPM techniques used in any program of
20 disease vector control;
G. Protocols for coordination of responsibility between the
21
22 pesticide bureau, state and local public health boards, the state
23 executive office of environmental affairs and department of
24 environmental protection, municipal conservation commissions,
25 the board and council, and other appropriate agencies and
26 organizations;
27
H. Records resulting from and reporting the results of
28 investigations of non-target environmental, wildlife, and health
29 effects of any disease vector control program;
I. Records on maps of the United States Geological Survey or
30
31 other maps, whichever is more detailed and accurate, of areas
32 treated for disease vector control, the date and time of the
33 treatment, identification and amount of any chemical or agent or
34 source reduction activity.
The board may include this information in an annual report.
35
36
Application of any pesticide or disease vector control agent will
37 be made only by certified applicators as warranted by MGL
38 Chapter one hundred and thirty-two B and regulations
39 propagated by the department of food and agriculture. Aerial
40 application of pesticides or other disease vector control agents
41 shall be carried out only after certification by the governor of the
42 commonwealth that disease vector populations pose an imminent
43 local, regional or statewide hazard to public health, stating in the
44 certificate the period of time, not to exceed thirty days in any year,
45 during which aerial application is authorized, the specific pesticide
46 or other disease vector control agent to be used, and delineating
47 the area of the commonwealth over which aerial application of
48 pesticide or other disease vector control agent is authorized.
SECTION 9. Any decision or action of the state board or any
2 of the councils on a proposed program may be appealed to the
3 commissioner of the department of environmental protection.
4 Appeal proceedings shall be in accordance with { }.
1
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SECTION 10. Whenever any municipality shall commence
any activity set forth in sections five and six without first having
obtained the written consent of the state board, or violates any
rule or regulation of the board, the commissioner of the
department of environmental protection shall have the power by
written notice to order the violator to cease and desist
immediately. If the violator does not conform to the board’s order,
the commissioner may bring prosecution by complaint and
warrant, and prosecution shall be made in the district court of
the state. The commissioner, without being required to enter into
any recognizance or to give surety for cost, may institute
proceedings in the name of the state. It shall be the duty of the
attorney general to conduct the prosecution of the proceedings
brought by the commissioner. The commissioner may obtain relief
in equity or by prerogative writ whenever that shall be necessary
for the proper performance of his or her duties.

1
SECTION 11. Any municipality or subdivision thereof, lying
2 adjacent and contiguous to a district, and not a part of another
3 district, may, if willing, be annexed by appropriate action to that
4 district upon the property action by the council.
1
2
3
4
5

SECTION 12. Any district organized under the provisions of
this act, may be dissolved and discontinued by appropriate action
of either the state board or the district council. Notice of
dissolution shall be filed with the secretary of state and the state
board.

1
SECTION 13. Any municipality or subdivision thereof which
2 lies with a district may be disconnected, if willing, from the district
3 upon petition by the municipality or subdivision and action by
4 the council.
1

-2
3
4
5

SECTION 14. Nothing in this act shall prevent the commissioner of the department of public health in an extreme emergency
to the public health from exercising powers provided in sections
two through eight inclusive. Emergency powers shall be exercised
only after a public health emergency is declared by the governor
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6 of the commonwealth on the recommendation of the commis-7 sioner of the department of public health, or on the recommen-8 dation of the board, accompanied by a document detailing the
9 evidence or the basis for the professional judgement that a public
10 health emergency exists, the target organism, the expected control
11 agents or chemicals and procedures to be used, and the land areas
12 to be so treated.
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